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Some Comments on Rota’s Umbra1 Calculus 
L>OUOS zEILRERGER* 
Sclzool qf Mat/mu&s, Georgia Institute of Teclrnolo~y, Atlanta, Georgia 30332 
Sz+bmitted by G.-C. Rota 
Rota’s Umbra1 Calculus is put in the context of general I;ouricr analysis. 
Also, some shortcuts in the proofs arc illustrated and a new characterization of 
sequences of binomial type is given. Finally it is shown that there are few 
(classical) orthogonal polynomials of binomial type. 
PREREQUISITE 
G.-C. Rota and co-workers’ excellent papers, [A], [B], [Cl, are assumed. The 
present paper is simply a collection of footnotes, and certainly it makes little 
sense to mad a footnote without reading the footnotec first. 
1. THE COZ~MXTION WITH COSTINUOUS FOURIER ANALYSIS 
Every shift invariant operator on C”(R) is a convolution operator, that is, the 
Fourier transform of a multiplication by a function (see, for example, Ehrenpreis 
[3, p. 1411). The inverse Fourier transforms of polynomials arc the distributions 
supported at the origin (Donoghue [2, p. 1031). Thus every shift invariant 
operator Q: P + P is of the form p(z) -+ [4(t) p”(t)]“. Since (I ,%) D corrcsponds 
to multiplication by t, it is possible to write Q = (6(I)) which is a special case of 
the expansion theorem. By E. Borel’s theorem (Karashiman [4]) every formal 
power series is the Taylor scrics of some Cm function. Conversely every Cm 
function gives a formal power series. Thus if 4(O) r- 0 WC can expand any other 
Cm function t+h(t), formally, in terms of 4: y!(t) L x a,,+“(t). Thus $ -= 1 an@, 
which gives the general expansion theorem. 
2. SOME SHORTCUTS MADE POSSIBLE HY USING UMBRAL OIWIATORS 
E‘ROM THE BEGIXXI~~G 
To every sequence {p,,(x)} for which degp,,(x) -= n there is a linear operator 
9: P -+ P defined by 9(x”) -= p,(x), ~1 E A? 
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r)l~iwiTIi)S. 9 is the has. x operator for Q if ;p,!(.\)} is the scquenct: ;,C &ic 
polynnials for Q. In this case we call CY umhral. 
In terms of this definition, the definition in [In, p. GSYj reads 
(I) Y(“U”) 9, 
(2) .q”‘q (0) 2 0, 71 3 0, 
(3) 09 = .YIl, i.e., Q = .YD.P’. 
‘TIus, the operator 9 is umbra1 if and on:! if .YIW 1 is a delta operator and 
(I), (2) are satisfied and then B is a basic operator with respect to :YIW- I. 
Similariy, it is possible to modify the definition in [TI, p. 6981 for Shcffer pal\:- 
nomials. 
!‘)l:i~IwTIox. -i/’ is a Sheffer operator for the delta oixrator 0 if 
(1) -c/‘(l) T= c + 0, 
(2) :YD,Y-’ 1 g. 
.l‘o illustrate the shortcuts made possible bg these definitions, a j:hort i,roof 
of Proposition 1 in [U, p. 7031 will bc given. In the prcscnt notation this proposi- 
tion wads as follows. 
I’I~OPosITIoN I. Id-t 2 be an operator P --f P fL.i’li7 .4( 1) -= I, anti iet _ 1 Se u 
delta operator. 9 is a Sheffcr operator if and on.<v if there exists a. sequence is,,] sucl~ 
ihat 
First wc need 
‘The lemma follows from the expansion theorem. 
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Proof. By the expansion theorem. 
Proposition 1 can now be rephrased. 
PROPOSITION 1’. I,et A be a delta operator. B is a Sh#r operator if and only if 
.9’-lAB is shifi invariant. 
Proof. 9D9-1 is shift invariant ,(LemmQ) (YPDY-1) A = .4(3D9’-1) <a 
Dg-‘&’ = ,y-lAyD e L)(;+i-lA$J) _. (.y-‘Ap) D e(Lcmma2) 9-1.!jy is shift 
invariant. 
Since (IYDY-1) (I) : q 0, (YDY-1) (x) = c f 0, the proposition follows. 
3. UMHRAI, CALCULUS AS FOURIER ,kSALYSIS ON n: 
The association of a sequence {a,> with the linear functional 1’: .9 --AZ defined 
by ?“(a”) = a,, , is no mom and no less the Fourier transform in the function 
space .9(N) -2 (f;f: N--t C}. F(N) is the dual of $$(X) - cf: :Ir+ @; sup- 
port f is finite}. .5$(N) =: E,” a,zn, for some n} :- P where we put .a =: e---iNu. 
Thus it is only natural to define $ = & = (@J’ = P’, as is done in continuous 
theory (Ehrcnprcis [3, p. 81). F0rfE.F one hasj(zn) -f(&J -:f(S,) :=f(n), 
where S,,(n) = I ; S,(h) = 0, k -/L n. 
4. THE ~~IIHRAI. ALGEBU~ AND DELTA ~~~TIOZIALS 
4.1. The product of linear functionals [C, pp. IOl-1031 kv(p(x)) = 
L,MY(p(x i-- y)) is the unique product for which S,,, = S,S, . 
4.2. Setting 9(sn) -: P,,(X), the property of @Jx)} being of binomial 
type (and 9 an umbra1 operator), can be expressed S2+,9 :: (SzY) (S$‘), 
where 6,~ : U(X), for every real x andy. Setting 9’(x) = QY, we have a mapping 
K -+ @[a]’ satisfying 9(x -i- y) -= 9’(x) 9(r) and thus there must be an 
L E a=[~]‘, the infinitesimal generator, such that g(x) = exp(A). Since 9’ is 
umbra], so is 8-l (Proposition 1’ with A = II) and therefore there exists an L 
such that S2-l --= exp xl,, which is Theorem 2(b) in [C, p. 1061. Conversely 
exp XL satisfies exp(x + r) L -= (exp XL) (exp yL), which implies that 9 given 
by Sy :: cxp XL is umbra1 which implies that 3-l is umbral, which implies 
Theorem 2(a) in [Cl. 
4.3. Note that if p.Jx) = 9(x”), the conjugate sequence qn(x) is given 
by qn(x) = ,Pl(xn). This proves Theorem 4 in [C, p. I I I]. 
All the properties of Laguerre polynomials can be obtained by mcrcl!; using 
the notion of linear functionals. Tt is not necessary that they be a basic scqwnce 
to some delta operator. Our approach is to forget that (.&(s)] arc polynomials, 
fix x I- x0, and consider the numerical sequence (I~,,(x~,))~~~ . Recall that 
f,,(x) = in (--- l)k (J g- , (5.1) 
and define P, LJz E C[a]‘, P(z”) = xkjh!;L”(S) : L,(x) and extend by linearity. 
By (1.5) we have 
Since (9) is a basis for C[z] we have 
L”(u(z)) : P(U(l - z)). 
Ah, 
l’““(u(z)) :- l’“(u(az)). 
‘I’hus 
l’“(u(z)) -- L”(U(1 - a)). 
Putting u(z) - zll in (5.4) yields the inverse formula 
(52) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
;‘; -7 c (- 1)‘; (3 L=,(a). -- 
W:c also have 
fY(zc(z)) = T”“(U(1 - z)) = P(U(l - az)) - L”(U(l -- a(1 - z))) 
=.Lqu((l - a) f Lx)). 
Thus 
L”“(U(S)) = L”(U(1 - U -I-- (1.Z)). 
Putting u(s) .= z” yields Fkdelyi’s duplication formula [Ct p. 1371. 
(5.5) 
As already mentioned in Section 3, every function j: :V---P C has a 1:ourier 
transform fi G[z] -+ @ dcfincd by f(S) :-f(k) (Rota’s umbra). Assume 1‘: 
.\-+ @ is a solution of the difference equation with constant coeffkients 
(6.1) 
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then 0 7 xr=,, CJ(fz ;- z) = xr=, CLf(anta) -i((C,” C,P) P), for every II, 
and setting P(z) = C,” C/, 
solution of xr=, C,f(n + 
WC have f(P(z) U(Z)) = 0, VU E @[z]. ‘Thus f is a 
a) : 0 if and only iffannihilates the idcal P(z) C[z]. 
Introducing the shift operator Xj(rr) L f(n $ I), one can write (6.1) as 
Note that Xf = zf, where for 1’E @[a]‘, zT(u) = I’. (For discrete 
functions of several variables and partial difference equations, see Zeilberger [5].) 
To consider differcncc equations with polynomial cocfficicnts WC simply note 
that 
for every rr; so the Fourier transform of multiplication by rz, ri, is equal to 
d 
“z2’ where (2 $ T) (u) 7’ (z $ u) , T c C[z]‘, u E C[z]. 
Thus iff: :V - @ is a solution of P(x)f : (CzzO C&p) X-)j -: 0, where the Cm’s 
arc polynomials, the Fourier transform of P(x),:(x), is a differential operator 
with polynomial cocficients and f annihilates P(x) @[a]. 
‘I’mowx Let (P,(x)] he a seyuemc of polynomials and let f”(n) : P,(x), 
I! E N. {PJx)} is of binomial type if and only &f there exists a shif invariant operator 
S: C[z] -* @[z] such that fz[(x - zS) u(z)] 7 0, Vu E @[xl. 
Proof. suppose /T[(x -. 25) U(Z)] :: 0, we have to show that fxi-” =- fzfq; 
we have 
since S is shift in\‘ariant. Therefore both fx .~TJ andjx-u annihilate [x f y -- 
,zS] Cfz], which is easily seen to imply fz+*/ - fz .j?‘. 
(:onvcrscly, if {P,,(x)} is of binomial type 
I>itfcr-cntiating with rcspcct to t, 
Ler [.f’(t)]- 1 - xr u,,tTn (rcmcmber that y’(O) + 0 and so [f’(t)]--’ exists), 
we have 
Comparing terms WC obtain the recurrence equations 
which implies 
and the theorem is true with 
EW?illpl(LS 
(i) P,,(s) = P, P,,?,( x) -- .rP,,(r), so jr((x -- z) X[z]) 0 and S - .‘. 
(ii) I’,,(x) = (x),, , P,+,(X) : (X -. 1~) P,{(.x), fz([.v -- ~(1 --- d;d.z)J C[z]) 
0. Mere S :- I -:- d;dz. 
(iii) Similarly, for PT,(~) -. [x],, , S -= -(I 7 tij&). 
(iv) F’,;(X) : L&-“(s) satisfy the three-term diffcrcnce equation 
d',t(.x) -A Pn :&) -/ 2nP,(x) ?Z(?Z - 1) P,,. l(x), 
I-ierc S - (I -r &~lz)a. 
(v) rn the above cxampks the shift invariant operators s wcrc diffcren:~a. 
opcra:ors with constant cocflicicnts, of finite order. 
WC now illustrate an cxamplc where S is another shift in\-ariant operator. 
(Of course ever\: shift invariant operator is an infinite (or finite) differential 
operator with constant coefficients.) 
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The exponential polynomials (&(x)} satisfy [A, p. 204; C, p. 1391 
&!.l(X) = X(4 -f- I)“, i.e., d7d-4 = x i. (i) d&h 
which in our notation is 
+(P+*) = X+((l -!- z>“), i.e., @[kw(z) - xu(l + 2)] = 0 VU E C[z]. 
Replacing U(Z) by U(Z - I) we obtain 
p[(x - al?l) @[z]] = 0, where E1u(z) = u(z - 1). 
Thus S = E-l. 
7. THERE ARE Fkw ORTHOCOXAL POLYNOMIALS OF BINOMUL TYPE 
The basic Laguerre polynomials LA-,-“(x) are both orthogonal (in the classical 
sense) and of binomial type. We will show that there are not many more such 
sequences. A sequsnce of polynomials {P,(X)} is said to be orthogonal, in the 
classical sense, if there exists an 24: C[.z] -+ C such that the inner product is 
given by (P(z), Q(z)) = P’(P(z)Q(z)). Recall (Chihara [I], p. 131) that every 
sequence of (manic) orthogonal polynomials satisfies a three-term recurrence 
relation xP,,(x) = P,,,.l(.~) -!- A(n) P,,(X) -L B(n) P,-l(~). On the other hand, a 
sequence of polynomials of binomial type satisfies 
Thus, 
xP,(x) =c a,(n), P -k&g. (9 
PROPOSITION. The only orthogonal polynomials of binomial type are those 
satisfying a recurrence relation of the form 
S,(x) :: P,+,(x) + anP,(x) f- bn(n - 1) PTPF1(x). 
Sate that for I$,-“(x), a = 2 and 6 = I. 
Note added in proof S. A. Joni kindly pointed out that the idea of Section 2 was 
first concievcd by A. M. Garsia in /. Lin. Mult. Algebra 1 (1973), 47-65. Also M. Ismail 
informed us that the result of Section 7 goes back to Sheffcr. 
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